Physical Therapy Interview questions:

How well do you work in groups? What is an example of when you took charge of a group?

Give an example of a time when a conflict arose in a group and how did you handle it?

When is a time you had a lot on your plate and how did you handle it?

What have you learned from your clinical experience?

Where do you see yourself ending up? Where did you see yourself in 5 years?

What is something people tell you that you need to work on?

What qualities do you see in yourself that relate to you as a professional?

What is your definition of a professional?

What is the most difficult decision you've had to make and how did you arrive at your decision?

When is a time that you had to overcome a challenge?

What is your greatest accomplishment?

When did you have to do something that you did not agree with?

Explain why some of your prerequisite grades were a little bit lower than your other grades?

What is something positive that has resulted from managed care?

How would you choose who would receive life-saving care, such as dialysis, first?

Tell us about your experience in (overseas study).

Would you play on our softball team? If so, what position would you play?

What would you bring to a potluck after the game?

Suppose you walk into a hospital room to work with a patient and she refused because her favorite soap is on. What would you do?

Why did you choose to pursue PT instead of another health profession such as a doctor or nurse?

As a PT, what duties would you assign a PT assistant that you wouldn't an aide?